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plicitly warns that although we have in our hands a powerful tool which can possibly
provide clues to some ofthe questions ofhow cells function, beyond those problems
lies the challenge of how cells aggregate to tissues which, in turn and in concert,
become a whole organism. Hans Krebs in a lecture delivered more than 25 years ago
shortly after he had been awarded the Nobel Prize for his elegant work elucidating
the basic details ofintermediary metabolism cautioned the biomedical researcher: to
demolish a cell and examine it in its minute detail might in fact be entirely un-
justifiable, even to the point of error. This book is about cells, but an analogous
warning to those who would extrapolate from cells to the whole organism still holds
today.
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Many proceedings of symposiums are simply an unrelated collection of articles,
rapidly and carelessly published. This book is an exception. A symposium oftwenty-
five talks on protein degradation was held in London in September of 1979; this
volume is the proceedings. A particularly valuable feature is that, in addition to
specific discussions relevant to each paper, general discussions which place the
papers in perspective are included. The work is attractively designed, with wide
margins, good reproductions, and an index. The result is a coherent and useful
volume.
This book should be interesting to anyone doing research in the field of protein
breakdown. It is not a basic text. Many ofthe chapters are reviews, but these do not
repeat earlier published reviews-they give additional information. The opening
chapter describes the classification of proteinases; it is followed by several chapters
on the specific classes of enzymes, their activity, and the means by which the en-
zymes can be inhibited. The next series ofchapters discuss how and where in the cell
degradation of proteins occurs. Digestion in the lysosomes is not yet understood; a
short chapter on this subject by J.B. Lloyd indicates clearly how many unsolved
problems exist. Even less is known about degradation by other means in the cell.
Several chapters present experiments to show that these systems exist; at present,
this is all that is known.
The final part of the book covers degradation in diseased states. Proteolytic en-
zymes are released during shock, resulting in the destruction of serum proteinase in-
hibitors, which may subsequently damage tissues. It is therefore suggested that pro-
teolytic inhibitors may prevent some of the damage which occurs in shock. Protein
degradation is also increased in diseases such as diabetes, hyperthyroidism, and
other conditions but the reasons for this increase are not known. The preceding
chapters make it clear that more knowledge about mechanisms and normal regula-
tion of protein degradation will be necessary to understand how these processes are
affected in disease. Future developments will be aided by the ability to follow the
fate ofindividual proteins, in addition to studies examining overall protein degrada-
tion.
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